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Finally Shannon Raine decides to stop speculating about her dark, brooding neighbor on

California's rugged Mendocino coastline - and just introduce herself. But the last thing she expects

to find in this enclave of artists and writers is a Silicon Valley mogul. Garth Sheridan is cool, sensual

and intriguing. And immediately Shannon knows the passion that flares between them will become

intense and all-consuming. But the more intimate their desire becomes, the more Garth's life seems

hidden from Shannon. She longs to understand this man and the other life he leads, far from the

scenic haven they share. Somehow she has to convince Garth that he can trust her with the part of

him that rules the ruthless, high-stakes arena of big money and corporate power. For only then can

their two worlds become one.
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Okay, I am getting a wee bit tired of these flood of JAK series romances given a new cover and

charged big book price. I feel like this is a game of fleece the sucker!!I got this book only to find I

had it sitting on my shelf under Harlequin Temptation label at a [cheap] price!!! Reprint them fine,

but give the reader a decent price instead of presenting it like its a new work.The book is dated. JAK

makes it readable, but I really did not care for the male lead. Keep the little woman as a weekend

thing because he could protect her from his world of big business mentality, just left me cold. I am

sorry, romance means sharing - the good and the bad, so this idea of him trying to shove her into a

little hole and keep the world away, just was too dated.I love JAK, but this flood of little book series

romances that are very dated being repackaged for higher price really is leaving a bad taste in my



mouth. They reprinted some of her Stephanie James ones, but gave you a decent price. That is

how it should be done.

'The Ties That Bind' was ... just ok. Not what I've come to expect from JAK. Of course I didn't know

until I was halfway thru that it is a reprint of a 1986 Harlequin Temptation. I guess JAK has just

grown alot in her writing since then. This was a pretty vintage JAK (which I usually absolutely love) -

big business man meets & falls for artsy-craftsy small town girl. Unfortunately, the characters

weren't very well developed & therefore it was pretty easy to not fall for our hero all that much. In

fact, he ruffled my feathers more than once. Not the first recommendation I'd have for a JAK book.

Not as good as her other books I have read. I like a little mystery as a second story line. This whole

book centered only around the on and off again relationship of the main characters. Kept waiting for

more depth and intrigue and never happened.

I was reading reviews, and saw that people were complaining about it being a reprint in 2002. And

now 2014. It's dated, and I don't like the male character, and I don't really see what she sees in him.

I love Jayne Ann Krentz, but this one isn't doing it for me, and the $4.99 price for the Kindle edition

isn't helping either. I feel like it was a waste of money.

I always like a story that combines love and great sex, with a little distrust, suspence and life in the

business-world.The brooding Garth get completely knocked off his corporate-feet by sweet, honest

and antsy/craftsy Shannon. And when their two worlds crash, there is fireworks and danger. It's a

nice little book that I can recoment to anyone who is a Krentz fan.

I really did not like this book at all -- which surprised me, because I usually love Jayne Ann Krentz's

stuff. But this is one of her earliest books, and it shows. It lacks the deft, delicate touch of her other

works; she clearly hadn't found her own distinctive voice yet when she wrote this.I didn't like either

of the main characters -- he was too untrusting, controlling, and unpleasant, she was too ditzy and

annoying -- and I didn't think their romance was at all believable. I couldn't understand why they

were attracted to each other and why they stayed together. The mystery subplot was also entirely

uninteresting -- I really just didn't care at all."The Ties That Bind" gets a thumbs-down on all points.

It's not funny, it's not suspensful, and it's not romantic. If you want a book that is all three of those

things, I recommend you try Krentz's "Trust Me" instead; it has many similiar themes -- the artistic



woman paired with the emotionally-wounded businessman who has trust issues -- but is much,

much better written. And way more entertaining.

This is a great re-print from the 80's. It is dated, and one can tell this from the synopsis. Consider it

a historical if you need to, but get over that fact it is a re-print, because this is too good a book to

miss.Shannon is a wonderful herione. Kind, artistic, concerned with others (being a non-talented

person surrounded by talented people I can tell you how fictionalized this is), smart, and takes care

of herself.Garth is a mega rich "silicon chip guy" who was betrayed by his wife and best friend, and

is used to women throwing themselves at his feet and his money.The suspense is good, the

dialouge appropriate, the characters fit well as a couple and their actions are exciting without

becoming melodramatic. The scene after Shannon and Garth watched a feminist version of "Taming

of the Shrew" is one of my favorite.There is nothing I don't like about "The Ties That Bind", but I

can't let any book go completely unscathed. His 80s car-phone worked in the mountains-I don't

think so.

I love Jayne Ann Krentz books. I keep a few of my favorite authors for hard times. I have had "The

Ties That Bind" for months. I needed a good read last week so I read it.It not like her other books

but I enjoyed the misunderstanding and all that it takes to straighten them out.
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